[Is there still a role for surgery in esophageal carcinoma in 2007?].
Regarding curative treatment of oesophageal carcinoma, many therapeutic options could be planned. Surgery is traditionally considered as the most appropriate treatment for locoregional control and long-term survival. Because of the poor prognosis, muldisciplinary approach is necessary, including surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, alone or in association. However, because of the small number of well randomised trials, the question of which treatment is the most appropriate is still under debate. In 2007, following therapeutic strategies could be drawn: surgery is the main treatment, used alone for stages I and IIa, in association with neoadjuvant chemotherapy (CT) or chemoradiation (CRT) for stages IIb. For locally advanced tumours (stage III), adenocarcinomas required neoadjuvant CT or CRT followed by surgery, whereas for squamous cell carcinomas exclusive CRT is the main treatment with following important conditions : (i) response to CRT, (ii) curative salvage surgery in case of non response after 2 cycles or persistent tumour after 4 cycles, (iii) long-term survival may be probably enhanced by adjuvant surgery in experienced centres for selected patients.